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There are a number of big problems with LC 38. First it is unenforceable, no one of you, your offices, laws or wants,
needs or desires, reach the level of repealing the Fourth Amendment. Reading the Fourth Amendment absolutely
forbids anybody coming through my front door to ensure I store my guns safely. It absolutely forbids you taking any
interest in what I say, think or do within my home. Any inquiry I will consider that an unreasonable search looking
for information that you have no right to. Make your silly laws, my front door is where your stupidity ends. As for
storing my guns “I store my guns safely, that is all you need to know. How I do that, what lock I use where I store
them is none of your damn business and if the Fourth Amendment stands it will never be any of your business. If
you want to see how I store my guns GET A WARRANT ! Otherwise mind your own damn business. Your law is
unenforceable when you reach my front door.
Amendment IV
The right of the people to be secure in their persons, houses, papers, and effects, against unreasonable searches and
seizures, shall not be violated, and no warrants shall issue, but upon probable cause, supported by oath or
affirmation, and particularly describing the place to be searched, and the persons or things to be seized.

Second LC 38 is a direct and blatant violation of the Second, Fourth, Fifth Amendments of the Bill of Rights. And
as such will be challenged in a court of law.

Third I fought for this country and nobody is going to take those rights away period. I suggest you go find a people
group,that will surrender their rights to you willingly. I WILL NOT, NOR WILL ANY MY FRIENDS
SURRENDER THEIR RIGHTS THEY FOUGHT FOR.

A couple of amazing paragraphs from Gun Control in Occupied France by Stephen Halbrook pg 203

“ There were three million hunting guns in France  in 1939, according to Saint-Hubert-Club de France, a hunting
association. After the Nazi takeover and occupation 1940-44, some 715,000 were surrendered by their owners in the
occupied zone. In the zone that was not occupied until 1942, 120,000 guns were turned into French authorities. The
hunting guns not surrendered, were if not lost or stolen, hidden by their owners and in some cases used by the
Resistance. That means only 835,000 of three million hunting guns, less than one third, were turned in by French
citizens threatened with the death penalty for not doing so. This is a incredible testimony to the inefficacy of gun
control in extreme circumstances.”

To be absolutely clear , Gun control by legislation doesn’t work, even under threat of death. Less than a third of the
guns were turned in, the rest disappeared. This is what we have been saying from day one. All this legislative action
in Salem on guns results in hidden guns and an armed resistance to these left liberals dictates. History is quite clear
about these facts. Some gun owners will comply, but most will not. Disarming inevitably leads to Genocide.
...” it is nevertheless an arresting reality that not one of the principal genocides of the twentieth century, and there
have been dozens, has been inflicted on a population that was armed.” Eileen F. Toplansky June 1, 2018. American
Thinker

Trying to disarm gun owners by legislation results in hidden guns not a decrease in the number of guns.

In closing your LC 38 is unenforceable, unconstitutional and a fools ticket to civil unrest. Shut it down before there
are serious ramifications with a rogue government attempting to disarm a free people who will react just like in the
1940s. You want hidden and untraceable guns keep pushing this stupidity.
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